We discuss the effect of the nanometric grain size on the behavior of the electrical and magnetoresistive response of La 0.8 K 0.2−x □ x MnO 3−δ (x = 0 and 0.1) nanocrystalline samples that were prepared by a sol-gel method. The results from transport and magneto-transport measurements evidence a robust dependence on the nanometric grain size. The temperature dependence of the resistivity was evaluated using different transport models. The results reveal a field-dependent minimum of the resistivity in the low-temperature region, which can be described in terms of intergranular spin-polarized tunneling. Remarkably, a considerable increase of the magnetoresistance (MR) with the decrease of nanoparticle size was found, which might open a new way for the search for potential candidates for magnetoresistive devices. Besides, the magnetic field dependence of the MR was also analyzed, and a distinct drop of MR at low fields was noticed. This behavior was primarily explained by the spin-polarized tunneling transport of conduction electrons across grain boundaries.
Introduction
Magnetic materials with remarkable magnetotransport features have awakened much interest over the past years by introducing fundamental challenges as well as opening novel venues for new magnetic applications [1, 2] . Examples of these materials are the well-known manganites with the general formula R 1−x A x MnO 3 (R = rare-earth, and A = divalent element). Indeed, the perovskite structure of these materials has attracted so much interest given their uncommon transport and magnetotransport properties [3] [4] [5] , charge ordering, orbital ordering, and phase separation [6] .
The origin of ferromagnetism for materials like La 0.8 A 0.2 MnO 3 (A = Ca, Sr, Na, K…) exhibiting the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) effect, is typically ascribed to the double-exchange mechanism [7] . The sole nature of double-exchange mediated ferromagnetism leads to very high spin polarization of the conduction electrons in the ferromagnetic (FM) state, thus making these materials promising candidates for magnetoresistive devices. Nevertheless, in the case of epitaxial thin films and ceramic CMR materials, magnetic fields of several Tesla are generally needed to obtain the CMR response close to the FM Curie temperature (T C ) [8, 9] , and hence restricting the potential of these materials for applications. A question then arises as to the technological relevance of the manganites. One apparent setback is the high resistivity close to T C , resulting in considerable voltage noise in any real field-sensing device. What is trustworthy to mention is that the CMR in manganites is principally linked to the intrinsic properties of the system while the extrinsic ones correspond to the so-called low-field MR (LFMR). This CMR is mainly attributed to the existence of interfaces and grain boundaries [8] [9] [10] [11] . A key feature deduced at temperatures much below T C is the negative MR at low fields followed by a more modest increase of the MR with the increase in the magnetic field at high fields [high-field MR (HFMR)]. The LFMR noted at low temperature was explained by the spin-polarized tunneling transport of conduction electrons across grain boundaries [3, 8, 12] . Although the LFMR seems to be promising for possible sensor applications, recent research works have shown that the effect is prominent only at low temperatures, sharply dropping with the increase in temperature [8] [9] [10] [11] 13] . Near room temperature, this effect nearly disappears because the high degree of spin polarization, caused by the 1 3
half-metallic nature of these materials, remains only in the low-temperature FM regime.
To further understand this behavior, the impact of nanometric grain size on the transport and magnetoresistance response of La 0.8 K 0.2−x □ x MnO 3−δ (x = 0 and 0.1) nano-sized manganites was explored.
Experimental details
Nanocrystalline samples La 0.8 K 0.2−x □ x MnO 3−δ (x = 0 and 0.1) were prepared by the well-known sol-gel route. Stoichiometric amounts of the nitrate precursor reagents KNO 3 , La(NO 3 ) 3 6H 2 O and Mn(NO 3 ) 2 4H 2 O were dissolved in water and mixed with citric acid and ethylene glycol, creating a steady solution. The molar ratio metal:citric acid was 1:1. The solution was treated at 80 °C under continuous stirring to eliminate excess water and get a viscous gel. The obtained gel was decomposed at 300 °C, and the resulting precursor powder was heated in air at 500 °C, 600 °C and 700 °C for 24 h to improve crystallinity. Afterward, the powder was pelletized and annealed at 700 °C for 12 h. The samples were quenched in air by removing the furnace.
The crystallinity and phase composition of the powders were checked by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using CuKα radiation ( = 1.5418 Å). The magnetic measurements were carried out using the BS1 and BS2 magnetometers developed at Institut Néel in Grenoble. Transport and magnetotransport measurements were performed by a standard four-probe technique in a Quantum Design Physical Property Measurement System.
Results and discussions
The room temperature XRD results indicate a single-phase nature of both La 0.8 K 0.2−x □ x MnO 3−δ samples (Fig. 1a ). The obtained results reveal that both samples have crystallized in the rhombohedral structure belonging to the R3C space group. The structural and magnetic properties have been reported earlier by us [14] .
The average particle size was estimated by using the Debye-Scherrer formula:
where λ is the X-ray wavelength and θ is the diffraction angle. β is the full width at half maximum after subtracting the instrumental line broadening for the most intense diffraction peak, where 2 m is the experimental full width at half maximum (FWHM) and 2 i is the FWHM of a standard silicon sample. The D values were found to be 50 and 69 nm for x = 0 and 0.1 nanoparticle samples, respectively.
We used representative SEM images for the two samples ( Fig. 1b ) to again calculate the particle size, and the values were found to be 48 and 65 nm for x = 0 and 0.1, which agree well with those estimated from the XRD analysis. Moreover, the geometric density (mass/volume) of the samples was determined to investigate how the sample resistivity depends on the sintered density. The relative sintered densities values were found to be 3.37 and 4.89 g/cm 3 for the x = 0 and 0.1 nanoparticle samples, respectively. We have also calculated the porosity of the samples using the following equation [15] :
where d cal is the theoretical density and d th is the calculated density. The obtained values were found to be 23 and 17%, for the x = 0 and 0.1 nanoparticle samples, respectively.
From magnetic measurements, a second-order magnetic phase transition from the paramagnetic to the ferromagnetic state was observed. The Curie Temperature T C decreased with increasing x, from 325 for x = 0 to 300 K for x = 0.1 [14] . Figure 2 shows the temperature (T) dependence of the zero field resistivity (T). It is to be noticed that the electrical resistivity presents a complex temperature variation; a low temperature minimum at around 50 K (T min ) followed by a maximum attributed to the metal-insulator transition at T MI = 270 K and 235 K for x = 0 and 0.1, respectively. Besides, a drop of the resistivity with the increase of grain size over the whole temperature range was observed, which affirms a strong dependence of the resistivity on grain size and the existence of grain boundaries that act as regions of disorder and enhanced scattering for the conduction electrons. Isaac et al. [16] and Sanchez et al. [17] have shown that the spins become disordered at the grain boundaries due to the strain, an effect that becomes more pronounced decreasing the grain size yielding an increase of the resistivity. Similarly, Das et al. [18] suggest that since the spins
are more disordered at grain boundaries than inside grains, the resistivity decreases with grain growth. As for Gupta et al. [19] , the spin disorder was described as canting of Mn spins near the surface of the grains. Furthermore, a low temperature minimum of the resistivity in manganites has been the interest of several works [3] [4] [5] . Moreover, the obtained results have revealed a strong dependence on the number of potassium vacancies, particle size and the applied magnetic field. The Curie temperature as well as the temperature of the metal-insulator transition decrease with the introduction of potassium vacancies, which can be explained by either of the following two effects; increase of the Mn 3+ /Mn 4+ ratio or increase in the number of oxygen vacancies (δ). Moreover, the resistivity decreases significantly with the introduction of potassium vacancies. However, there are other effects contributing to the strong decrease of the resistivity for the x = 0.1 sample; the increase of both the grain size and the sintered density (decrease of porosity). To understand the decrease of the resistivity for the x = 0.1 sample, one can adopt a simplified resistance network model including low resistance grains and high resistance grain boundaries [20] . Assuming that the resistivity of the sample is dominated by the grain boundary resistance, the much reduced resistivity for the x = 0.1 sample can be explained by the reduced resistance of grain boundaries due to larger grains and increased sintered density (decreased porosity); larger grains and increased sintered density will change both the dimensions and physical properties of grain boundaries to favor a decrease of the grain boundary resistance. It should be noted that the grain boundaries contribute with a temperature independent contribution to the sample resistivity.
To prove this dependence, we have investigated in detail the impact of external magnetic field on the temperature dependence of electrical resistivity for both samples in the low temperature (5 K < T < 70 K), ferromagnetic metallic 
Low-temperature region (5 K < T < 70 K)
The resistivity behavior in the low-temperature region has generally been attributed to the competition of two contributions [21] . The first one is the Coulomb blockade effect (CB, electrostatic blockade of carriers between grains) [3, 5, 22, 23] of weak localization and strong electron-electron interactions within a disordered metallic state [4] . As for the second contribution, it pertains to the bulk scattering model, which includes a quantum correction to the conductivity. This model disagrees with the experimental data for ceramic manganites, whose low temperature resistivity minima are present even in a small magnetic field [21] . However, the intergranular spin-polarized tunneling model (ISPT) has been proposed for the strongly field dependent low-temperature resistivity minima [24] . According to this model, the resistivity minimum occurring at low temperature depends strongly on the grain size, and shifts towards lower temperature upon applying a magnetic field and disappears at some high magnetic field. The high field value depends strongly on the grain size and for some materials, the suppression of the minimum requires high magnetic field up to 14 T [21, 25, 26] . Considering the tunneling through the grain boundary, the functional form of resistivity is given by [25] :
where ρ 0 and ρ 1 are field independent parameters and ε is linked to the degree of spin polarization of the charge carriers. For H = 0, the spin correlation function cos ij is expressed as follows:
Here, L(x) = coth x − 1∕x is the Langevin function, J S is the intergrain antiferromagnetic exchange integral and k B is the Boltzmann constant. For H ≠ 0, the analytical expression for spin correlation function of the classical Heisenberg model for ultra-small systems of spins, interacting via isotropic, nearestneighbor (n-n) exchange can be expressed as [27] :
where g B H∕J S = 3 2 . As we mentioned above, the resistivity minimum has also been attributed to the CB effect. Indeed, Sheng et al. came to the conclusion that the expression describing the increasing nature of resistivity at low temperature is given by:
where A is a fitting parameter and Δ ∼ E c is the energy barrier [28] . Several works have focused on the existence of the CB contribution in the resistivity of manganites. Balcells et al. [23] have proven the presence of the CB contribution in the resistivity of granular La 0.7 Sr 0.3 MnO 3 . Furthermore, Dey et al. proposed that the transport mechanism of La 0.7 Ca 0.3 MnO 3 nanocrystalline samples with particle sizes 14-27 nm is governed by the CB effect [4] . Physically, the CB effect cannot describe the strongly field-dependent minima of the resistivity at low temperature. In our case, we note that the minima of the resistivity are strongly affected by the magnetic field. Indeed, the resistivity minimum becomes more shallow with the increase of the external magnetic field. Hence, it can be concluded that the ISPT model is primarily responsible for the resistivity minimum at low temperature for the La 0.8 K 0.2−x □ x MnO 3−δ (x = 0 and 0.1) nanocrystalline manganites samples. The ρ(T) curves are fitted to Eq. (3) using the expression for cos ij in Eqs. (4) and (5) . Excellent fits are obtained for both samples (Fig. 3) . The best fitted parameters ρ 0 , ρ 1 , ε and J S are given in Table 1 .
Ferromagnetic metallic region (70 K < T<T MI )
In the ferromagnetic metallic region, the magnetic moments of neighboring Mn 3+ t 3 2g e.g. 1 ∶ S = 2 and Mn 4+ t 3 2g e.g. 0 ∶ S = 3∕2 ions are ferromagnetically coupled through the double-exchange mechanism [29, 30] . The temperature dependent resistivity data was proven to match well with an empirical equation of type = 0 + n T n , where ρ 0 is the residual resistivity due to the domain boundaries and other temperature-independent scattering mechanisms [31] .
In the metallic region, depending on the scattering mechanism the transport mechanism is commonly described by one of the following equations: where 2.5 T 2.5 is the electrical resistivity due to electronmagnon scattering in the ferromagnetic phase [32] . The term 2 T 2 + 4.5 T 4.5 is a combination of electron-electron, electron-magnon and electron-phonon scattering processes [33, 34] , while the 2 T 2 + 5 T 5 term is ascribed to the electron-electron and electron-phonon interactions [35] . To find the appropriate equation elucidating the transport mechanism, we fitted the experimental results of the samples under investigation using these equations. We can deduce that the best fit is obtained using Eq. (9), indicating that the transport (7) (T) = 0 + 2.5 T 2.5 ,
mechanism in the intermediate temperature region is governed by the electron-electron and electron-phonon scattering processes (Fig. 4 ).
Paramagnetic insulating region (T MI < T < 400 K)
It has been recognized that the electronic transport in the high-temperature region is controlled by the small polaron hopping mechanism, in which the resistivity follows the relation below [36] where A is a pre-exponential coefficient and E a is the activation energy. Figure 5 demonstrates the validity of the small polaron hopping mechanism through a linear dependence of Ln (ρ/T) as a function of T −1 . The activation energy E a was found to be 0.174 and 0.204 eV for x = 0 and 0.1 samples, respectively. 
Magnetoresistance properties
The magnetoresistance (MR) defined as the change of electrical resistance in the presence of a magnetic field is characterized by two contributions that are different [37] . The first one is the intrinsic MR (MR INT ), which is explained by the double exchange mechanism, noted near the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition temperature T C and resulting from the suppression of spin fluctuations by aligning the spins on the application of the magnetic field. The resistivity at low temperature gives rise to another type of MR defined as an extrinsic MR contribution (MR EXT ), which can be explained by the intergranular spin-polarized tunneling model (ISPT) across the grain boundaries (GBs). Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance MR = (R(H) − R(0))∕R(0) of the La 0.8 K 0.2−x □ x MnO 3−δ (x = 0 and 0.1) nanocrystalline samples under different applied magnetic fields. The results reveal an unusual magnetoresistance for both samples characterized by a negative MR at low temperature followed by a decline of the MR with the increase of temperature and the MR turning positive at higher temperatures. Consequently, the samples exhibit competition between MR INT and MR EXT by revealing a small peak in the MR observed around T MI and a MR switching sign on cooling. The low temperature magnetoresistance is explained by taking into account the ISPT through the GBs [3, 5, 38] . Applying a magnetic field results in magnetic domain wall motion through grain boundaries, progressive alignment of magnetic domains and consequently a decrease of the resistance (negative MR). A substantial rise of the low temperature magnetoresistance was detected with the decrease of nanoparticle size, paving the way to discover potential candidates for magnetoresistive devices.
The MR has also been investigated as a function of the magnetic field (Fig. 7) . The curves reveal two different variations. A distinct drop of MR was noticed at low fields (H < 1 T), followed by a weaker change of the MR at higher fields, where the MR is almost linear with H. Therefore, it is interesting to separate the part of the MR originating from ISPT (MR ISPT ), from that of the MR determined by the suppression of spin fluctuations (MR INT ). Helman and Abeles described the dependence of the MR on the magnetic field considering the gradual slippage of domain walls across the grain boundary pinning centers [24] . Once more, Raychaudhuri et al. proposed a relevant model based on ISPT transport of conduction electrons at the grain boundaries [10] . Following their model, the expression for the MR is as follows:
where J and K are field independent constants, k is the depinning field at grain boundaries and f(k)describes the distribution of depinning fields. Following Raychaudhuri [9, 10] ,
is taken as the weighted average of Gaussian and skewed Gaussian distributions,
Using the values of the fitting parameters A, B, C, D, J and K ( Ã is absorbed in A and C), we can separate the MR ISPT and MR INT parts from the total MR as follows:
The MR curves were fitted through a similar procedure to that considered by Raychaudhuri et al. [9, 10] . Hence, we differentiate Eq. (11) with respect to H, using Eq. (12), Figure 8 shows the derivative of the experimental MR versus magnetic recorded at different temperatures and fitted using Eq. (15) .
Using the extracted fitting parameters, we have calculated the MR as a function of H from Eq. (11), the results are presented in Fig. 7 . Also, by using the fitting parameters, we have calculated the temperature dependence of MR ISPT and MR INT for both samples using Eqs. (13) and (14), respectively, the results are presented in Fig. 9 a, b, respectively. At T = 50 K, a drop of MR ISPT with the increase of the particle size was detected. Indeed, it has been reported that MR ISPT is very sensitive to the grain boundary effects, and is expected to continue increasing with the decrease in particle size [3, 4] . Therefore, to explain the fundamental physics behind this unusual temperature dependence of MR, one needs to pay special attention to the surface magnetization of the grains (MR surf ).
To analyze the relevance of MR surf in the present case of nanogranular manganites, it is prerequisite to consider the nanometric grain size of our samples for which the surface-to-volume ratio of each grain is adequately large. Previous works have proven that the magnetic behavior in the nanosized regime is commonly controlled by the surface magnetic properties, increasing in importance with with the increase in the surface-to-volume ratio [39] [40] [41] . Nonetheless, up to now, the central key of the grain surface region in manganites is still not well understood. For instance, Park et al. [42] have found that MR surf is suppressed compared to the bulk magnetization, while, Soh et al. [43] have reported that the magnetic ordering temperature for the grain boundary spins increases by as much as 20 K compared to the bulk T C value. To explain such a phenomenon, the theoretical model developed by Lee et al. [13] was used. According to their model, the magnetoconductivity (σ) as a function of the magnetic field is given by: where 0 is the zero-field conductivity, Ŝ b is the spin orientation at the grain boundary, and ⃗ M is a vector describing the direction of the bulk magnetization. At high fields, averaging over possible angles between the bulk and surface magnetizations Eq. (16) reduces to, The thermal average of the boundary spin is proportional to b ⃗ H , where b is the spin susceptibility of the boundary spins. Hence, the magnetoconductivity MC = (H)∕ 0 was calculated as a function of temperature and magnetic field for the La 0.8 K 0.2−x □ x MnO 3 (x = 0 and 0.1) samples, the results are presented in Fig. 10a, b . As stated by this model, the slope (S) of the MC versus H curve in the high-field region (H > 2 T) can be taken as the measure of the surface spin susceptibility b . Figure 10c, d show the temperature dependence of surface spin susceptibility (S) of both samples. It was discovered that S(T) is qualitatively similar to that of MR(T), affirming that the MR surf is a major key factor in determining the transport and magnetotransport properties of nanogranular La 0.8 K 0.2−x □ x MnO 3−δ (x = 0 and 0.1) manganites. 
Conclusion
In the present research work, we have studied the how of the particle size affects transport and magnetotransport properties of nanogranular La 0.8 K 0.2−x □ x MnO 3−δ (x = 0 and 0.1). Different models have been utilized to describe the transport properties of the samples in the whole temperature region. The low temperature MR has been explained by taking into account the intergranular spin-polarized tunneling occurring at the GBs. We have analyzed our experimental MR data following a phenomenological model to separate the MR arising from inter-grain spin-polarized tunneling (MR ISPT ) from the intrinsic contribution (MR INT ) in our samples. Finally, we examined the low and high field magnetoconductivity data of our samples. Interestingly, our experimental results indicate that MR surf play a unique role in identifying the transport and magnetotransport properties of the studied samples. 
